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Extended curly arrow rules to rationalise and
predict structural effects on quantum interference
in molecular junctions
Luke J. O’Driscoll and Martin R. Bryce *
The ability to easily and reliably predict quantum interference (QI) behaviour would facilitate the design of
functional molecular wires with potential applications in switches, transistors and thermoelectric devices.
A variety of predictive methods exist, but with the exception of computationally-expensive DFT-based
charge transport simulations, these often fail to account for the experimentally observed behaviour of
molecules that differ significantly in structure from alternant polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons. By con-
sidering a range of prior studies we have developed an extension to predictive “curly arrow rules”. We
show that, in most cases, these extended curly arrow rules (ECARs) can rationalise the type of QI exhibited
by conjugated molecular wires containing heteroatoms, cross-conjugation and/or non-alternant struc-
tures. ECARs provide a straightforward “pen-and-paper” method to predict whether a molecular wire will
display constructive, destructive or “shifted destructive” QI, i.e. whether or not its transmission function
would be expected to show an antiresonance, and if this antiresonance would occur close to the Fermi
energy or be shifted elsewhere.
Introduction
Quantum interference (QI) is a fascinating phenomenon that
is responsible for many of the most promising properties of
molecular wires and can result in their behaviour differing sig-
nificantly from that expected of a macroscale system.1–4 In a
conventional circuit, the combined conductance of two paral-
lel conductors is the sum of their individual conductances. At
the molecular scale, interactions between different conduc-
tance pathways are subject to quantum effects because propa-
gating electrons behave as waves. Depending on the phase
difference between electron pathways, wavefunctions can inter-
fere constructively or destructively, respectively giving higher
or lower conductance than would be expected classically.3,5–8
An archetypal manifestation of QI can be seen when compar-
ing the conductance of otherwise identical molecular wires
incorporating para- or meta-substituted benzene rings: para-
isomers are consistently more conductive than their meta-
analogues.9–11 Considered simply,1,12 in the para case, two
equivalent pathways exist through the π-system, there is no
phase difference and constructive QI (CQI) occurs. In the meta
case a longer and a shorter pathway coexist through the
π-system, electrons from each pathway have a phase difference
and destructive QI (DQI) occurs.
QI can significantly affect the conductance of molecular
wires with more elaborate structural features, so it is important
to consider QI effects when designing conductive molecules.
QI effects are fundamental to some proposed applications of
molecular electronics, such as single-molecule transistors,13
switches,14,15 and thermoelectric devices.16–18 Many qualitative
and quantitative methods to predict and explain QI behaviour
have been developed. These include curly arrow rules
(CARs),19,20 graphical and topological rules,21–26 orbital sym-
metry rules,27,28 magic ratio rules (MRRs),3,29–31 QI maps8 and
charge transport simulations using molecular orbitals based
on Hückel (tight-binding) theory and/or density functional
theory (DFT).1,23,24,32–34
Short of full DFT-based charge transport simulations, it can
be difficult to apply predictive methods to systems that are not
based on a bipartite hydrocarbon lattice, such as species con-
taining five-membered rings32 or non-alternant hydro-
carbons.35 Heteroatoms can also afford a predictive challenge.
Their effect on QI has been investigated in a range of experi-
mental and theoretical studies.3,5,10,29,36–42 A general con-
clusion is that heteroatom substitution has little or no effect
on CQI39–42 but can greatly influence DQI.10,36,38
Charge-transport simulations of molecular conductance
rely on the calculation of the transmission function of a mole-
cular junction.1 Transmission functions can also be deter-
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mined experimentally.43 A calculated transmission function is
visualised by plotting the transmission coefficient T (E) of an
electron (i.e. the probability of an electron passing across the
junction, through the molecule) as a function of the energy of
the electron relative to the Fermi energy (EF) of the system
(Fig. 1). The conductance of a molecular junction at a given
energy is proportional to T (E). Limitations remain; as stated in
a recent review, “While our qualitative understanding of electron
transport in molecular junctions has reached a high level (⋯), the
quantitative agreement between experiments and theory is often
still not firm. (⋯) many unknowns hamper a proper compari-
son”.34 A prominent problem is that the DFT-derived EF is not
necessarily accurate and may require correction.1
In a typical transmission function for a molecular junction,
resonances associated with the highest occupied molecular
orbital (HOMO) and lowest unoccupied molecular orbital
(LUMO) of the molecule appear below and above EF, respect-
ively, usually in the form of Lorentzian peaks where T (E) = 1 at
the maxima. In the low bias regime, the energy of the system
usually lies within the HOMO–LUMO gap, close to EF. The
molecular orbital closest in energy to EF dominates the con-
ductance properties of the junction (e.g. in Fig. 1 the LUMO
dominates for the blue curve and the HOMO for the red and
green curves); this is often related to the nature of the terminal
group that anchors the wire to the electrodes.44 DQI features
manifest as antiresonances in the transmission function of a
molecular junction; these are typically sharp dips where T (E)
approaches 0, although sufficiently high σ-conductance can
mask these dips.45,46 Antiresonances often occur close to the
energy of the system (i.e. near EF, e.g. red curve in Fig. 1)
meaning the conductance of the junction is necessarily low in
the low bias regime due to DQI. Antiresonances are not seen
for molecules that exhibit CQI (e.g. blue curve in Fig. 1).
Compared to equivalent hydrocarbons, the inclusion of
heteroatoms in molecules (as pendant substituents or within
the hydrocarbon lattice) can shift DQI features in the trans-
mission function away from EF (or beyond the HOMO–LUMO
gap), resulting in increased molecular conductance around EF
(i.e. in the low-bias regime) relative to the unsubstituted
system (e.g. green curve vs. red curve in Fig. 1).24,47 We will
refer to this phenomenon as shifted destructive quantum
interference (SDQI) to distinguish it from ‘conventional’ DQI
around EF. SDQI has been proposed as a design tool for the
creation of molecular transistors and rectifiers.48 More
recently, SDQI has been identified as a potential means of con-
trolling the Seebeck coefficient (S) of molecular wires for ther-
moelectric applications, for which high S is desirable.47 S is
related to the slope of the transmission function. Molecules
that show CQI usually have relatively flat, featureless trans-
mission functions around EF, and hence they have low S in the
low-bias regime (blue curve, Fig. 1). If a DQI feature occurs
close to EF, much higher values of S are possible, but mole-
cular conductance is low and S is expected to be highly sensi-
tive to experimental conditions (red curve, Fig. 1).47 The shift
of the DQI feature in the case of SDQI could allow for a
balance between high conductance and high (relative to CQI
molecules), reproducible S (green curve, Fig. 1). A straight-
forward means to identify molecules for which SDQI is
expected is therefore highly desirable, as it would facilitate
design strategies for materials for molecular thermoelectrics.17
“Curly arrows”, which represent the movement of electrons,
are absolutely fundamental to the study of organic
chemistry.49,50 They are used to illustrate bond breaking and
bond formation, to predict the regiochemistry of reactions and
to explain concepts such as conjugation and aromaticity.
While curly arrows may appear somewhat abstract to non-che-
mists, ab initio simulations of the movement of electrons
during chemical reactions were recently shown to agree well
with curly arrow notation.51 CARs provide chemists with an
intuitive means of interpreting many observed QI effects.
While this use of curly arrows is widely accepted in the litera-
ture, surprisingly few works set out how curly arrows work in
this context.19,20,52,53 In the interdisciplinary field of molecular
electronics this can lead to a ‘language barrier’ between che-
mists, for whom curly arrows are instinctive, and physicists,
who may ignore the simplicity of curly arrows and prefer to
interpret QI phenomena in more mathematical terms, such as
graphical rules or MRRs. This is despite the predictions of
CARs and graphical rules typically agreeing for alternant
hydrocarbons (see below). MRRs are best suited to analysis of
CQI.54 They can impressively predict the ratio of conductances
for different connectivities through a molecular core,18,30 and
have been applied to bipartite lattices containing hetero-
atoms29 and non-alternant hydrocarbons.31 However, MRRs
require increasing levels of matrix manipulation as the mole-
cular core gets larger and, to our knowledge, have not been
applied to systems containing 5-membered heterocycles or
Fig. 1 Sketch illustrating typical transmission functions of conjugated
molecules exhibiting CQI (blue solid curve), DQI (red dashed curve) and
SDQI (green dotted curve) on an arbitrary energy scale. Molecular
orbital energies for each molecule are indicated using dashed lines in a
matching colour, with the Fermi energy (EF) shown in pink.
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cross-conjugation. Charge transport calculations are perhaps
the most robust method for predicting QI behaviour, but these
are computationally-expensive, particularly when DFT is used
to define molecular orbitals. Simpler “pen-and-paper”
approaches, such as CARs or graphical rules, remain desirable
as an initial screening method for molecular designs.
In this article we present a simple extension to CARs that
accounts for heteroatoms, cross-conjugation and non-bipartite
structures and can predict CQI, DQI or SDQI. The extension is
based on a holistic overview of previous studies of QI behav-
iour. We will begin by summarising CARs as previously pre-
sented and illustrating their broad agreement with many
graphical methods for alternant hydrocarbons. Using two
examples of heteroatom-containing molecular wire structures
from the literature (anthraquinone isomers and substituted,
meta-connected oligo(arylene-ethynylenes)), it will be shown
that predictions made by CARs can be incorrect for molecules
that are more complex than alternant hydrocarbons. Our
extended curly arrow rules (ECARs) will then be presented in
the context of rationalising the reported behaviour of these
species. After establishing ECARs, they will be shown to ration-
alise observations from a broad selection of previous studies.
Some limitations of ECARs will then be discussed and com-
pared to the limitations of other predictive methods. This ana-
lysis provides the means to use ECARs as a facile predictive
method for QI behaviour in molecular wires.
Results and discussion
Curly arrow rules (CARs)
CARs in molecular electronics are a manifestation of the obser-
vation that pathways consisting of alternating single and
double (or triple) bonds result in higher conductance than
those that do not.42,55 Hosoya alluded to the use of curly
arrows as a means of predicting QI behaviour in 2015.52 A
more detailed description was presented by Stuyver et al. later
that year,19 with some elaboration in a subsequent publi-
cation.20 Stuyver et al. define their CARs as follows:20
“For an alternant hydrocarbon, if the displacement of electrons
from one contact to the other cannot be drawn with the help of
curly arrows, then [DQI] will take place around the Fermi level”.
These authors also show that for such systems only a single
resonance form needs to be considered by demonstrating that
if a suitable pathway exists for one resonance structure, a
pathway can also be drawn for all other resonance structures.20
Conversely, if a suitable pathway cannot be drawn for a given
resonance structure, it cannot be drawn for any other. Further
examples of CARs, including application to some non-alter-
nant systems, were presented in a review by Su et al.53
For reasons that will become clear when discussing our
extension to CARs, we present a slightly different interpret-
ation of Stuyver et al.’s rule that achieves the same result for
alternant hydrocarbons. Rather than displacing electrons
between contacts (i.e. the anchoring groups of the molecules),
we will instead replace one contact with an electron donating
substituent “D” and the second with an electron accepting
substituent “A”. If, through curly arrow pushing, a lone pair
from D can be delocalised through a conjugated wire to A,
such that D gains a positive charge and A gains a negative
charge (affording a quinoidal structure through the wire), CQI
is expected. In contrast, DQI is expected if the negative charge
can be delocalised only onto the backbone of the wire (and not
onto substituent A). This D and A approach is conceptually
similar to donor-bridge-acceptor (D-B-A) molecules which have
been used extensively in studies of photoinduced and ther-
mally induced charge transfer.56,57 Fig. 2 illustrates this modi-
fied approach using some of the examples previously
described by Stuyver et al.19
The occurrence of DQI through meta-connected benzene,
and CQI for ortho- or para-substituted isomers is rationalised
with CARs in Fig. 2a. Fig. 2b shows the application of CARs to
a 9,10-disubstituted anthracene (AC) centred molecular wire
(1), for which CQI is predicted. Fig. 2b also illustrates that only
the core hydrocarbon, 9,10-AC, need be considered in cases
where CQI would be expected for the remaining structure. As
the phenylene–ethynylene units to which the anchor groups of
1 are attached are para-substituted, they can simply be treated
as large anchoring units and replaced by D or A with no
change to the curly arrow pathways available through the mole-
cular core. This simplification is often used in studies using
MRRs.29,30 This approach is applied to the 2,10-disubstituted
AC derivative 2 in Fig. 2c to give the 2,10-AC core and will be
used in most of the examples below. Fig. 2c also shows that
the choice of which contact is replaced by D, and which is
replaced by A, is arbitrary; neither alternative permits delocali-
sation of the D lone pair to A, and DQI is expected.
Relation of CARs to graphical rules
Graphical rules for QI can be expressed in several ways. Here,
three graphical methods will be related to CARs to highlight
the similarities between the approaches despite the different
language used. Many rules for alternant hydrocarbons divide
the carbon framework of a molecule into two categories, e.g.
“starred” and “unstarred” or “a” and “b” atoms, in which
starred (a) atoms are bonded only to unstarred (b) atoms and
vice versa. DQI is predicted for all connectivities between
atoms of the same category.25 This can also be expressed in
terms of walks between atomic sites: DQI is expected when
there are only even-length walks between anchoring points.25
For alternant hydrocarbons this corresponds to walks between
atoms of the same category. Fig. 3a shows anthracene and
naphthalene as examples using the starred/unstarred conven-
tion (IUPAC nomenclature for different substituent positions is
shown for reference). In order to delocalise a D lone pair onto
an A group, at least one pathway of alternating double and
single bonds, beginning and ending with double bonds, must
exist between the contact points, e.g. the 9,10-connectivity
(unstarred to starred) shown for 9,10-AC in Fig. 2b. The
specific pathway taken can vary with resonance structure. A
pathway of this type exists in all cases where one atom from
each category is selected. No connectivities between atoms of
Nanoscale Paper

























































































the same category satisfy this criterion, and therefore CARs
agree with the graphical rule and predict DQI for these cases,
e.g. the 2,10-connectivity (unstarred to unstarred) shown for
2,10-AC in Fig. 2c.
Markussen et al. proposed a graphical approach in which a
continuous path is drawn between the anchoring points (red
line in Fig. 3b).21 Any atoms outside this pathway are paired
with neighbours where possible (dashed red ovals in Fig. 3b)
and if unpaired atoms remain (dashed green circles in
Fig. 3b), DQI is predicted. Fig. 3b shows two of the species that
were used to explain this rule. For 2,6-connected anthraqui-
none (2,6-AQ) it is not possible to connect the anchoring sites
using a pathway that does not leave unpaired atoms. In con-
trast, for the isomeric species 3, pathways exist in which all
atoms not involved can be paired with a neighbour. The
pathway used to connect the anchoring sites in 3 consists of
alternating double and single bonds, beginning and ending
with double bonds – i.e. CARs would predict CQI as a D lone
pair can be delocalised to an A unit. No such pathway exists
for 2,6-AQ, for which DQI is predicted, i.e. CARs agree with the
graphical rule.
The final graphical approach we will consider is the link
between QI and diradical stability proposed by Tsuji et al.26
This method is very similar to CARs. Methylene radicals (CH2
•)
are attached at the two anchoring positions. If the two radicals
can be delocalised such that a closed-shell system is formed,
CQI is predicted, whereas if they cannot, and the structure
must remain a diradical, DQI is predicted. Fig. 3c illustrates
this for two connectivities of naphthalene described by Tsuji
et al.26 For 1,4-connectivity (top), the resulting diradical can be
converted to a closed-shell structure (CQI), whereas for 1,3-
connectivity (bottom) it cannot (DQI). Once again, CARs agree
with the graphical rule. In the 1,4-connected case, a pathway
exists between the anchoring sites consisting of alternating
double and single bonds, beginning and ending with double
bonds, and CARs would predict CQI, whereas such a pathway
does not exist in the isomeric 1,3-connected case and CARs
would predict DQI.
Fig. 2 Examples of our interpretation of CARs applied to structures previously presented by Stuyver et al.:19 (a) Expected QI behaviour for isomeric
benzene-based molecular wires; (b) and (c) expected QI behaviour for isomeric anthracene molecular wires 1 and 2 with respective molecular cores
9,10-AC and 2,10-AC. (b) also shows that para-conjugated anchoring units can be treated as large anchoring groups, and (c) shows that the choice
of which contact is replaced by D, and which by A, is arbitrary.
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The above examples were selected to illustrate that CARs
and graphical rules are often manifestations of similar effects,
presented using different languages. The extension to CARs we
expound below considers the chemical properties of different
atoms, which cannot be fully captured using graphical rules
alone, and as such will not agree with these graphical rules to
the same extent as the examples given above.
Breakdown of CARs
CARs as presented by Stuyver et al.20 hold qualitatively for
alternant hydrocarbon frameworks and can be applied to
many other molecules. However, the introduction of cross-con-
jugation and heteroatoms can cause this approach to break
down, as illustrated by the following examples.
QI effects in 2,6-disubstituted anthracene (AC) and anthra-
quinone (AQ) species have been the subject of several experi-
mental studies,58–60 and behave as would be expected based
on CARs. Alqahtani et al. recently studied isomeric 2,6- and
2,7-connected AC and AQ based molecular wires computation-
ally.61 Their charge transport calculations showed significant
differences in the transmission functions depending on the
connectivity of the anchoring groups (Fig. 4a). For AC, an alter-
nant hydrocarbon, behaviour is as expected based on CARs, as
shown in Fig. 4b. For three different anchoring substituents
(one example shown in Fig. 4a), the transmission function of
the 2,6-disubstituted isomer (i.e. para-like connectivity), 2,6-
AC, shows relatively high conductance in the HOMO–LUMO
gap with no DQI feature. In contrast, that of the 2,7-di-
substituted isomer (i.e. meta-like connectivity), 2,7-AC, shows
lower conductance in the HOMO–LUMO gap with a clear anti-
resonance feature, typical of DQI. Similar behaviour was
observed for analogous 9,10-dihydroxyanthracene species,
although in this case the DQI antiresonance was shifted to
higher energy than the AC analogue; the authors attributed
this to an electrostatic gating effect caused by the oxygen
atoms in these substituents.61
The analogous AQ systems, however, do not follow CARs. A
lone pair from a D group at one anchoring point cannot be
delocalised to an A group at the other anchoring point for
Fig. 3 Examples of graphical rules for predicting QI behaviour: (a)
IUPAC substituent numbering and the starred/unstarred convention
applied to anthracene (left) and naphthalene (right); (b) above: structures
of isomeric species 2,6-AQ and 3 used by Markussen et al. when
defining their graphical rule,21 below: Markussen diagrams for the above
species; (c) diradical stability approach used by Tsuji et al.26 illustrated
using isomeric naphthalene derivatives.
Fig. 4 (a) Calculated transmission functions of isomeric ethynyl-
anchored anthracene (AC, left) and anthraquinone (AQ, right) molecular
wires adapted with permission from Alqahtani et al.,61 © 2018 Wiley–
VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim; (b) structures of the AC and
AQ cores of these wires, and application of CARs to these systems. Note
that D and A have each been used to replace an ethynyl anchoring unit
as described above (e.g. Fig. 2).
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either 2,6-AQ or 2,7-AQ, due to the cross-conjugated nature of
AQ (Fig. 4b). In each case, the furthest site from the D group to
which its lone pair can be delocalised is the oxygen atom of
the carbonyl para to D. In the same way as a D lone pair
cannot be delocalised to a meta A group in the case of
benzene, charge cannot be delocalised to the carbonyl meta to
D in AQ. While the transmission functions of 2,6-AQ show the
expected DQI feature for all three anchoring methods, those of
2,7-AQ do not show any DQI within the HOMO–LUMO gap
and resemble more closely those of 2,6-AC (for the trans-
mission function in Fig. 4a, the DQI antiresonance appears to
be shifted beyond the LUMO to ca. 2 eV). These observations
led the authors to conclude that “CARs break down in molecular
junctions formed by cross-conjugated anthraquinone”.61 To our
knowledge, these theoretical results are yet to be confirmed in
experimental conductance studies.
Jiang et al. reported unusual QI behaviour in a combined
experimental and computational study of meta-connected
oligo(phenylene-ethynylene) (OPE) molecular wires substituted
with methoxy groups at different positions on the central
ring.36 Here we will name their structures based on the
relationship between the methoxy substituent and the two
phenylene–ethynylene units bearing the sulfur-based anchor-
ing groups; either ortho to one and para to the other (o,p-
MeO), meta to both (m,m-MeO) or ortho to both (o,o-MeO)
(Fig. 5a). As it is an extension of meta-linked benzene, the
parent unsubstituted wire, m-OPE3 (3 refers to the number of
benzene rings in the oligomer), would be correctly expected,
based on CARs, to exhibit DQI and have low conductance
(Fig. 5b). The addition of a methoxy substituent to any of the
three positions has no effect on the inability to delocalise a
lone pair from a D group in one anchoring position to an A
group at the other. Therefore, according to CARs the three sub-
stituted wires (o,p-MeO, m,m-MeO and o,o-MeO) would each
be expected to have similar properties to m-OPE3, i.e. show
DQI and conduct poorly. However, charge transport simu-
lations and scanning tunnelling microscopy break junction
(STM-BJ) experiments showed that o,p-MeO is substantially
more conductive than m-OPE3 or m,m-MeO, which have very
similar properties.36 The results for o,o-MeO are insightful;
experimentally its conductance is lower than m,m-MeO and m-
OPE3, but it can be shown computationally that its conduc-
tance can be “switched on” by altering the conformation of the
methoxy substituent to a sterically unfavourable position in
which an oxygen lone pair can interact with the π-system. This
geometry gives conductance comparable to o,p-MeO. The
authors rationalise these results in terms of MRRs, and show
that for o,p-MeO and “switched on” o,o-MeO, the DQI feature
in the transmission function is perturbed away from the centre
of the HOMO–LUMO gap and no longer coincides with EF.
Similar behaviour has been reported for meta-oligo(arylene
ethynylene)s (OAEs) with a central pyridine ring (discussed in
more detail below; see Fig. 8). If the pyridine nitrogen is in the
m,m position, conductance is similar to the parent m-OPE3,
whereas higher conductance is observed for the o,p and o,o
isomers.10 The conformational switching described for the
methoxy species in Fig. 5a is not observed for pyridine, where
steric effects are not a factor.
Extended curly arrow rules (ECARs): repairing the breakdown
In the above examples, the molecules that do not follow CARs
contain oxygen or nitrogen heteroatoms. For the AQ species61
the heteroatoms are located in electron-withdrawing carbonyl
groups, whereas for the methoxy-substituted OPEs36 the ether
oxygen atoms are electron donating. In the pyridine series10
the pyridine nitrogen is electron-withdrawing. The observed
trends can be explained by the following extended curly arrow
rules (ECARs) for QI around EF:
Rule 1. Identify the two anchoring units of a molecular wire
and replace one with a donor group D and the other with an
acceptor group A. If the D lone pair can be delocalised onto A
using curly arrows, CQI is expected, if not DQI is expected.
Rule 2. If DQI is expected, identify any electron-withdrawing
groups (EWGs) or electron-donating groups (EDGs) present in
the molecular wire. If EWGs are present, replace each anchor
with D. If a lone pair from each D can be independently delo-
calised to the same EWG, DQI is expected to be shifted away
from EF (SDQI). If EDGs are present, replace each contact with
A. If a lone pair (or negative charge) from the same EDG can
be independently delocalised to each A, SDQI is expected.
Otherwise, DQI is expected around EF.
Rule 1 (ECAR-1) is a variation of CARs as presented pre-
viously (using D and A groups), and Rule 2 (ECAR-2) is the
extension to give ECARs. Fig. 6a shows the application of
ECAR-2 to the AQ derivatives discussed above (Fig. 4b).61 The
carbonyl groups are EWGs, therefore each anchoring unit is
Fig. 5 (a) Structures of methoxy-substituted meta-OPE3 wires studied by Jiang et al.;36 (b) application of CARs to the parent unsubstituted wire m-
OPE3.
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replaced by D. For 2,6-AQ, the lone pair of each D can be delo-
calised to an EWG, but as each is delocalised to a different
EWG, DQI is still expected. However, for 2,7-AQ, the lone pair
of each D can be independently delocalised to the same EWG
(but not to the other EWG). This situation meets the ECAR-2
criteria for shifting of DQI (SDQI), as observed in the charge
transport calculations.61 Fig. 6b illustrates the region of the AQ
π-system into which each D can delocalise electrons using
coloured boxes. For 2,6-AQ, for which DQI is predicted compu-
tationally, there is a node between the two regions. For 2,7-AQ,
for which the DQI antiresonance is shifted away from EF, the
two regions partially overlap at a carbonyl functionality, i.e. the
two D groups are cross-conjugated with the same carbonyl.
The relationship between cross-conjugation and ECARs is dis-
cussed further below. Furthermore, the previously-mentioned
shifted antiresonance observed for 2,7-anchored 9,10-dihy-
droxyanthracene,61 2,7-AC(OH)2, can be readily interpreted as
SDQI using the hydroxyl groups as EDGs. As shown in Fig. 6c,
the lone pair of the 9-hydroxy substituent can be delocalised to
an A unit in either anchoring position.
Fig. 7 shows the application of ECAR-2 to the methoxy-sub-
stituted meta-OPE3s discussed above (Fig. 5).36 The methoxy
groups are EDGs, so as for dihydroxyanthracene (Fig. 6c), each
contact is replaced by A. From this point, rather than showing
initial structures repeatedly in figures, the independent curly
arrows associated with each A (or D) group will be shown in
different colours on the same central structure, with matching
coloured arrows indicating the corresponding resultant struc-
tures to either side or above and below. Any bonds involved in
the curly arrow pathway will also be shown in the matching
colour in the resultant structure. ECARs correctly predict SDQI
for o,p-MeO and DQI for the m,m-MeO. SDQI is predicted for
o,o-MeO, but the curly arrow pathway shown in Fig. 7 requires
an oxygen lone pair in the methoxy group to be correctly
aligned with the OPE π-system. As this was shown not to be
due to sterics,36 this new analysis is consistent with the experi-
mental observation of DQI.
Fig. 8 shows the equivalent rationalisation for pyridine-
centred OAEs.10 Here the pyridine nitrogen atom can act as an
EWG, so each contact is replaced by D. ECAR-2 predicts SDQI
for the more conductive isomers, o,p-Py and o,o-Py, and DQI
for the less conductive isomer, m,m-Py (and the parent m-
OPE3). This is consistent with their relative experimental and
calculated conductances, and their reported transmission
functions.10
For both the methoxy (Fig. 7) and pyridine series (Fig. 8),
the positions at which heteroatom substitution causes SDQI
correspond to those predicted to have a shifted DQI feature in
a computational study by Garner et al.24 Their study also
showed that the direction and relative magnitude of DQI shifts
for substituted alternant hydrocarbons can be predicted using
a graphical method (similar behaviour has also been discussed
elsewhere48,62). For simple functionalised aromatics of this
type, this result represents an advantage of the graphical
Fig. 6 (a) Applying ECAR-2 to isomeric AQ derivatives investigated by Alqahtani et al.;61 (b) the π-systems conjugated to the two D-groups of 2,6-
AQ do not overlap, while those of 2,7-AQ overlap at the carbonyl para- to both D groups; (c) applying ECAR-2 to the 9,10-dihydroxyanthracene
derivative 2,7-AC(OH)2, previously investigated by Alqahtani et al.
61
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method24 over ECARs, but it will be shown below that ECARs
are applicable to a wider variety of chemical structures than
the graphical method.
Further examples where ECARs apply
Having established and demonstrated ECARs, the following
sections will show their applicability to a range of molecules
studied previously. The examples selected are by no means
exhaustive but were chosen to account for a variety of struc-
tural features that deviate from simple polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbon systems.
Heteroatom effects in polycyclic aromatics
Sangtarash et al. used a tight binding model and DFT-based
charge transport calculations to study several polycyclic aro-
matic hydrocarbons with different connectivities. They were
compared to derivatives in which a single C–H site was
replaced by nitrogen.47 Heteroatom substitution had no effect
on connectivities for which CQI was observed. For connectiv-
ities where a DQI feature was observed for the parent hydro-
carbon, it was also observed for the heteroatom-substituted
analogue. However, for some connectivities the DQI feature
was shifted away from EF (i.e. SDQI). For a general system, the
sign of the Seebeck coefficient at EF, and hence the direction
in which the antiresonance is shifted, was related to both the
connectivity of the system and the nature of the heteroatom
(electron donating or withdrawing).47 It is significant that for
all of the cases where SDQI was observed, it is possible to inde-
pendently delocalise a lone pair from a D at each anchoring
position to the nitrogen heteroatom (cf. the pyridine-contain-
ing OAEs in Fig. 8), i.e. ECARs agree with the calculations.
Similarly, where the DQI feature does not shift, ECARs predict
DQI. As an example, Fig. 9 shows the application of ECARs to
three 4-azapyrene (4AP) species studied by Sangtarash et al.47
using the nitrogen atom as an EWG for ECAR-2. CQI, DQI and
Fig. 7 Applying ECAR-2 to methoxy-substituted meta-OPE3 wires studied by Jiang et al.36 Here the anchoring units are shown in full to facilitate
comparison with Fig. 5.
Fig. 8 Structures of pyridine-centred OAE3 wires studied by Liu et al.,10
and application of ECAR-2 to the molecular cores (i.e. the para-conju-
gated phenylene–ethynylene groups are treated as part of the anchor-
ing units).
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SDQI are predicted in agreement with the calculated trans-
mission functions (Fig. 9, inset). This further confirms the
applicability of ECARs to heteroatom-containing analogues of
alternant hydrocarbons, and emphasises the importance of
accounting for the chemical properties of heteroatoms.
Five-membered rings
Alanazy et al. compared OAE3 molecular wires with central 9,9-
dimethylfluorene or fluorenone groups and 2,7- (para-type) or
3,6- (meta-type) connectivity (Fig. 10a).38 As these, and species
from separate studies discussed below, have cores consisting
of bridged biphenyls with para- or meta-type connectivity, the
molecular cores will be referred to as p-BP-X and m-BP-X,
respectively, where X indicates the functionality bridging the
biphenyl (BP). For either pyridyl or thiol anchoring groups, the
conductance of 2,7-connected p-BP-CMe2 and p-BP-CO was
similar, as would be expected based on ECAR-1, which predicts
CQI for any X unit (Fig. 10b). With 3,6-connectivity, conduc-
tance was low in the case of m-BP-CMe2, but close to that of
the p-BP-X series for m-BP-CO. CARs, as previously presented,
would suggest poor conductance for both m-BP-X cores, and
indeed the authors state “no bond-alternation path directly con-
nects the [anchors]”.38 Based on computational studies, they
conclude that “unlike a methylene carbon, the carbonyl group
provides significant coupling between the two phenyl rings”.38
This is precisely the implication of ECARs, which agree with
the experimental observation. The fluorenone carbonyl is an
EWG which can independently accept a lone pair from a D
group placed in either anchoring position (Fig. 10c) so SDQI is
expected for m-BP-CO based on ECAR-2. No EWG or EDG is
present when dimethylfluorene is the central aryl unit, so DQI
is expected for m-BP-CMe2. The good agreement between
ECARs and the experimental results establishes that ECARs are
applicable not only to molecules comprised of six-membered
rings but also to those including five-membered rings.
In another study of species containing five-membered
rings, Zhang et al. used benzodithiophene (BDT) derivatives to
investigate the effect of different types of cross-conjugation on
QI.63 They studied two isomeric BDT wires which we will refer
to as trans-BDT and cis-BDT (their thiophene sulfur atoms are,
respectively, para or meta to one another relative to the central
benzene ring) and the quinone derivative of the trans isomer,
trans-BDTQ (Fig. 11). The observed conductance trend, trans-
BDT > cis-BDT > trans-BDTQ, led Zhang et al. to conclude that
“quinones suppress conductance more than cross-conjugation
alone”.63 Fig. 11 shows that ECARs rationalise the observed
results and are compatible with five-membered heterocycles.
ECARs predict CQI for trans-BDT, SDQI for cis-BDT and DQI
Fig. 9 Application of ECARs to 4-azapyrene (4AP) molecular cores studied by Sangtarash et al.47 Inset: IUPAC substituent numbering for pyrene
and calculated transmission functions of the 4AP species adapted from Sangtarash et al.47 with permission from the PCCP Owner Societies (solid
and dashed lines represent different calculation methods).
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for trans-BDTQ (D–A delocalisation according to ECAR-1 is not
possible for trans-BDTQ; this is not shown). The corres-
ponding behaviour is observed in the transmission functions
presented by Zhang et al.;63 no DQI feature is observed for
trans-BDT, a highly shifted DQI feature is observed for cis-BDT
(close to the HOMO resonance) and a DQI feature is observed
close to EF for trans-BDTQ. Li et al. have reported a “two-
pathway” tight-binding approach that can reproduce the
shifted DQI feature observed for cis-BDT and its reduced con-
ductance relative to trans-BDT,40 but this method has not been
extended to quinoidal systems. Note that ECARs would predict
SDQI for cis-BDTQ (Fig. 11), which was not included in the
study by Zhang et al. This is in contrast to the authors’ con-
clusion that “quinones are (⋯) a poor testbed for tuning QI
effects (⋯) because their strong electron-withdrawing nature
places a deep, destructive feature near EF irrespective of other
functional groups”.63 This example further demonstrates the
importance of isomerism observed for the BDT species and
the AQ wires discussed above (Fig. 6).
Zhang et al. reported a QI-based molecular switch using a
diketopyrrolopyrrole (DPP) derivative.64 The two isomeric wires
shown in Fig. 12a were studied: one is alkylated on both nitro-
gen atoms and the other is alkylated on one nitrogen and one
oxygen atom. We will refer to these as N,N-DPP and N,O-DPP,
respectively. Both isomers have a conjugated pathway between
their anchoring groups (i.e. ECAR-1 would predict CQI, not
shown) and their experimental conductances are high and lie
within error of one another. The non-alkylated nitrogen of N,
O-DPP can be easily and reversibly protonated, affording a sub-
stantially reduced (ca. 17 times lower) molecular conductance
for protonated N,O-DPP (control experiments with N,N-DPP,
which does not have a basic nitrogen atom, show no change
within error).64 The authors attribute this reduced conduc-
tance to the formation of a cross-conjugated resonance struc-
ture, associated with DQI, after protonation (Fig. 12b). DFT
indicates the cross-conjugated form is dominant64 (note the
favourable formation of a 6 π e− aromatic pyrrole ring). In the
linearly conjugated form, the positive charge remains on the
protonated nitrogen and the fully conjugated pathway of the
neutral species is still available (CQI). For the favoured cross-
conjugated form, ECARs can predict SDQI using the carbonyl
group as an EWG (but not the N or O lone pairs as EDGs), as
shown in Fig. 12c. SDQI, rather than DQI, agrees well with the
calculated transmission function (which shows a relatively
shallow dip shifted away from EF) and the still relatively high
experimental conductance versus the parent non-protonated N,
O-DPP. Contributions from other fully conjugated resonance
structures may also influence conductance behaviour, but
once again ECARs are applicable to structures containing
heteroatoms and five-membered rings.
Acyclic pathways
A study of a photo/thermoswitchable wire based on dihydroa-
zulene (DHA) and vinylheptafulvene (VHF) by Huang et al.65
provides an opportunity to test the applicability of ECARs to an
acyclic cross-conjugated conductance pathway. The studied
wire has three key states which can interconvert under appro-
priate stimulus (Fig. 13a): two isomeric DHA forms with
anchoring groups in the 2,6- or 2,7-positions (2,6-DHA and
2,7-DHA, respectively) and an intermediate ring-opened VHF
form. The VHF form has four possible isomers based on the
geometry of the alkene substituents. These isomers behave
equivalently under ECARs analysis, so here only the s-cis E
isomer65 will be considered (VHF in Fig. 13a). (We note that
different deviations from coplanarity may affect the relative
Fig. 10 (a) Structures of 9,9-dimethylfluorene and fluorenone wires
studied by Alanazy et al.;38 (b) application of ECAR-1 to the 2,7-con-
nected core systems p-BP-X; (c) application of ECARs to the 3,6-con-
nected core systems m-BP-X.
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properties of these isomers.) Unlike the aromatic cores
described previously (and azulene, below), different stable
resonance forms do not exist for the DHA and VHF cores due
to the sp3 carbons in the 5-membered ring. The ring system
also deviates from planarity.
Reversible stimulus-induced switching between 2,6-DHA
(high conductance) and VHF (low conductance) was observed
using the mechanically controlled break junction (MCBJ)
method. Starting from 2,7-DHA (very low conductance) it was
possible to switch irreversibly to VHF and then reversibly to
2,6-DHA. The relative conductances of the three states were
rationalised using Markussen diagrams21 and DFT-based
charge transport simulations.65 The high conductance of 2,6-
DHA was attributed to an absence of DQI (we consider this
equivalent to CQI) and the very low conductance of 2,7-DHA to
DQI. In relation to the low conductance of VHF the authors
discuss a “shifted interference” feature, stating that the “anti-
resonance is (⋯) shifted away from the middle of the band gap
due to the electron-accepting character of CN”,65 This is, in
effect, a description of SDQI which is notably attributed to the
influence of EWGs.
ECARs agree with the above rationalisation. As shown in
Fig. 13b, CQI is predicted for 2,6-DHA using ECAR-1, whereas
DQI is predicted for 2,7-DHA. While EWGs are present in 2,7-
DHA, an SDQI pathway cannot be generated according to
ECAR-2 as the nitrile groups are separated from the conjugated
pathway by an sp3 carbon atom. For VHF, ECAR-2 predicts SDQI:
D groups in either anchoring position can donate a negative
charge to either nitrile group (one example is shown in Fig. 13c).
Non-alternant hydrocarbons
Non-alternant structures can also cause CARs to break down,
but ECARs can help to rationalise the observed behaviour. The
most prominent example of a non-alternant hydrocarbon that
has been the subject of several molecular conductance studies,
and considerable debate, is azulene. Xia et al. investigated the
conductance of the four azulene molecular wires with thio-
chroman anchors shown in Fig. 14a.35 Their structures vary in
the position of the anchoring groups and will be referred to
based on the positions of these substituents; some species
also contain methyl substituents for synthetic reasons. The
IUPAC substituent numbering for azulene is shown in
Fig. 11 Application of ECARs to the core of BDT and BDTQ systems, some of which were studied by Zhang et al.63 For cis-BDT, ECAR-2 is demon-
strated using one of two equivalent sulfur atoms as the EDG.
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Fig. 14b. The authors’ expectation, based on graphical rules21
was that 1,3-Az and 5,7-Az would exhibit DQI and conduct
poorly relative to 2,6-Az and 4,7-Az, for which DQI was not pre-
dicted. ECAR-1 would predict the same, as shown in Fig. 14d.
However, all four molecules were observed to show respectable
molecular conductance, with 1,3-Az and 2,6-Az the most con-
ductive of the series, followed by 4,7-Az, and 5,7-Az the lowest.
The authors concluded that the graphical rules did not apply
to non-alternant hydrocarbons and stated “Breakdown of
Interference Rules of Azulene” in the title of the study.35
Schwarz et al. studied analogues of 1,3-Az, 2,6-Az and 4,7-Az
with (4-thioacetyl)phenylethynyl anchoring units and different
alkyl substituents using an MCBJ at low temperature under
different biases.66 They found that the 2,6- and 4,7-connectiv-
ities were the most conductive and the 1,3-connectivity showed
step-like features in its I–V curve. They attributed the difference
in conductance behaviour to a difference in conductance chan-
nels rather than QI effects. The difference in trends between
the two series could relate to anchoring group effects.
Xia et al. observed no DQI feature in the HOMO–LUMO gap
of the transmission function for 2,6-Az and 4,7-Az, whereas for
1,3-Az and 5,7-Az a DQI feature was observed in the HOMO–
LUMO gap, albeit shifted away from EF (Fig. 14c).
35 A shifted
DQI feature is also seen for the 1,3-linked wire studied by
Schwarz et al.66 This implies that CQI occurs for 2,6-Az and
4,7-Az and SDQI occurs for 1,3-Az and 5,7-Az. We will now try
to account for this behaviour using ECARs.
The high dipole moment of azulene67,68 is indicative that
its zwitterionic resonance forms, consisting of a fused cyclo-
pentadienyl anion and a tropylium cation (each stable 6 π e−
aromatic species), make a significant contribution to its elec-
tronic structure (Fig. 14b). Fig. 14e shows the application of
ECAR-1 to the azulene wires reported by Xia et al. in selected
zwitterionic resonance forms. Unlike neutral species, in the
zwitterionic case the choice of resonance form can make a
difference to the behaviour predicted by ECARs, as the mobile
charges can be considered to act as either an EDG or an EWG
for ECAR-2. Many zwitterionic resonance forms are possible.
Here we will consider forms that retain the formal aromaticity
of both charged rings and should therefore be most stable
(numbered i–viii in Table 1). The positive or negative charge
cannot be moved away from its initial ring, or onto the trans-
Fig. 12 (a) Structures of DPP wires studied by Zhang et al.;64 (b) reso-
nance stabilisation of protonated N,O-DPP; (c) application of ECAR-2 to
the stable cross-conjugated resonance structure of the protonated N,O-
DPP core.
Fig. 13 (a) Structures and switching mechanisms of switchable forms of a molecular DHA/VHF wire studied by Huang et al.;65 (b) application of
ECAR-1 to the DHA isomers; (c) application of ECAR-2 to the VHF form.
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annular bond, without causing one ring system to lose the
favourable 6 π e− configuration. Therefore, to retain aromati-
city in both rings requires that the negative charge be located
in the 1-, 2- or 3-position, and the positive charge in the 4-, 5-,
6-, 7- or 8-position (note that only the 4-, 6- and 8-positions are
possible when the negative charge is in the 2-position). For
species other than 4,7-Az, combinations which are equivalent
due to symmetry exist. These are noted in Table 1 when both
are shown, but they will not be counted separately in the fol-
lowing discussion.
For each of the four connectivities, at least one zwitterionic
resonance form allows delocalisation of a D lone pair from
one anchoring position to an A unit at the other (see examples
in Fig. 14e), and hence a pathway exists for which CQI is pre-
dicted. For 1,3-Az, ECARs predict CQI for zwitterionic reso-
nance forms vi and vii in which the negative charge is in the
2-position. For 2,6-Az, the negative charge must be in the
1-position and the positive charge in the 7-position (form iv)
for a CQI pathway to exist. CQI is predicted for 4,7-Az for reso-
nance forms v and viii, with the positive charge in the 8-posi-
tion, and for 5,7-Az only for form iii, when the positive charge
is in the 6-position and the negative charge is in the 1-posi-
tion. A range of pathways exist for all structures for which it is
possible to independently delocalise either: (i) a D lone pair
Fig. 14 (a) Structures of azulene-based molecular wires studied by Xia et al.;35 (b) IUPAC substituent numbering for azulene and formation of a
zwitterionic resonance form; (c) calculated transmission functions of wires with these azulene cores reprinted with permission from Xia et al.35
Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society; (d) application of ECAR-1 to the neutral resonance form of the azulene wires; (e) application of ECAR-1
to selected zwitterionic resonance forms of the azulene wires for which CQI pathways can be drawn.
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from each anchoring position to the positive charge (EWG), or
(ii) the negative charge (EDG) to A groups in each anchoring
position, such that ECAR-2 predicts SDQI (summarised in
Table 1). For 1,3-Az and 5,7-Az this is possible for all zwitter-
ionic resonance forms for which CQI is not predicted, so DQI
is not predicted in any case. DQI is predicted for two zwitter-
ionic resonance forms of 4,7-Az (vi and vii) and three of 2,6-Az
(iii, vi and vii), and SDQI in the remaining cases. For 1,3-Az all
SDQI pathways rely on delocalisation of the negative charge to
A units. For 2,6-Az and 4,7-Az all SDQI pathways involve deloca-
lisation of D lone pairs to the positive charge. SDQI pathways
for 5,7-Az are possible using either the positive or negative
charge, in approximately equal proportions.
The experimental results for azulene derivatives can there-
fore be interpreted as follows based on ECARs and the
reported transmission functions.35 The properties of 2,6-Az
and 4,7-Az are consistent with CQI. For these species, ECAR-1
predicts CQI for the neutral resonance structures. CQI appears
to dominate over SDQI and DQI contributions from the
zwitterionic resonance forms. The properties of 1,3-Az and 5,7-
Az are consistent with SDQI. ECAR-1 predicts DQI for neutral
resonance structures, but ECAR-2 predicts either CQI or SDQI
for all of their zwitterionic resonance forms, which appears to
be sufficient to result in SDQI overall. The implication is that
CQI in the neutral state cannot be inhibited by DQI (and
SDQI) in the zwitterionic state, but that DQI in the neutral
state can be suppressed by CQI and SDQI in the zwitterionic
state to give SDQI overall. Regardless of the resonance form
they occur in, the more conductive pathways dominate the pro-
perties of the wire (cf. the contribution of σ-channels overcom-
ing DQI features from π-channels in overall transmission func-
tions,45 although in this case sharp SDQI resonances are still
present).
A significantly larger shift away from EF in the DQI feature
is observed for 1,3-Az than for 5,7-Az.35 The authors offer no
explanation for this shift in the transmission functions. The
following observations based on ECARs provide some insight.
The resonance forms of 1,3-Az for which SDQI is predicted
differ only in the tropylium ring, which is not involved in the
delocalisation of the negative charge to A groups. The negative
charge is localised on two symmetry-equivalent positions, and
the EDG-to-A pathways are the same in all cases. For 5,7-Az the
SDQI resonance forms are much more varied and involve both
EDG-to-A pathways, and D-to-EWG pathways, with the charges
involved located at different inequivalent positions. The
different charge locations could result in opposite shifts in the
DQI feature, as seen computationally for substituted meta-con-
nected benzenes,24 and therefore result in a smaller overall
shift of the DQI feature away from EF for 5,7-Az. Note also that
1,3-Az has more resonance forms for which CQI is predicted
than 5,7-Az, which may also pertain to the higher conductance
of 1,3-Az.
The key message here is that ECARs can qualitatively ration-
alise the QI behaviour observed by Xia et al.35 for azulene
wires. The high conductance of 1,3-Az, for which SDQI is
expected, relative to 4,7-Az, for which CQI is predicted, may
relate to thiochroman anchoring group effects,35 which are not
accounted for by ECARs. This is supported by the results
obtained by Schwarz et al. for similar systems with different
anchors ((4-thioacetyl)phenylethynyl) in which 2,6- and 4,7-
connectivities were found to be more conductive than 1,3-
connectivity.66
The effect of protonation on the conductance of 1,3-, 4,7-
and 5,7-connected azulenes with 4-(methylthio)phenyl anchor-
ing groups was investigated by Yang et al. using the MCBJ
method.69 The azulene cores of these wires were the same as
those studied by Xia et al.35 (Fig. 14a), and consequently the
same behaviour is expected for the neutral species: namely
CQI for 4,7-connectivity and SDQI for 1,3- and 5,7-connectivity.
The observed conductance trend69 was 1,3- > 4,7- > 5,7-, in
qualitative agreement with Xia et al.35 Again, the conductance
of the 1,3-connected molecule was higher than might be
expected based on ECARs (SDQI is predicted for 1,3-connec-
tivity but CQI is predicted for 4,7-connectivity), presumably
due to anchoring effects. Protonation using TFA increased the
conductance of all three species, with the size of the increase
following the trend 5,7- > 1,3- > 4,7-, i.e. larger for the species
for which SDQI is predicted than for that for which CQI is pre-
dicted. The conductance trend for protonated species is 1,3- >
5,7- > 4,7-. These trends are not easily explained with ECARs,
Table 1 ECARs QI predictions for selected zwitterionic resonance
forms of azulene wires studied by Xia et al.35 Where two of the shown
resonance forms are equivalent by symmetry (excluding any methyl sub-
stituents), this is noted for the second incidence
Core resonance
form
QI type predicted by ECARs
1,3-Az 2,6-Az 4,7-Az 5,7-Az
i SDQI (A)a SDQI (D)b SDQI (D) SDQI (A/D)
ii SDQI (A) SDQI (D) SDQI (D) SDQI (D)
iii SDQI (A) DQI SDQI (D) CQI
iv SDQI (A) CQI SDQI (D) SDQI (D)
v SDQI (A) SDQI (D) CQI SDQI (A/D)
vi CQI DQI DQI SDQI (A)
vii CQI DQI DQI SDQI (A)
viii ≡ vi ≡ vi CQI ≡ vi
a SDQI is predicted using ECAR-2 when the anchoring units are
replaced with A groups. b SDQI is predicted using ECAR-2 when the
anchoring units are replaced with D groups.
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given that protonation of azulene derivatives is expected to
occur at the 1- or 3-position (i.e. those where the negative
charge is most often located in the zwitterionic resonance
forms), even in the presence of bulky substituents.68,70
Protonation of a 1,3-connected azulene in the 1- or 3-position
affords an sp3 carbon in the conductance pathway which
means a conjugated pathway does not exist between the
anchoring groups. Consequently, conductance would be
expected to be low, in contrast to the experimental observation.
We conclude, therefore, that the conductance behaviour of the
charged azulene systems is controlled by more complex
phenomena than connectivity.
The fulvenes are another family of non-alternant hydro-
carbons. Like azulene, fulvenes have zwitterionic resonance
forms in which aromaticity is gained, evidenced by the exist-
ence of measurable dipole moments.71,72 The simplest fulvene
is 3-methylenecyclopropene (triafulvene), for which a zwitter-
ionic form including an aromatic 3-membered ring with 2 π e−
can be drawn (Fig. 15a). Connecting anchoring points to the
exocyclic carbon affords a cross-conjugated system which was
investigated computationally by Pedersen et al. and showed a
significantly shifted DQI feature in its DFT-based transmission
function.23 This can readily be related to the zwitterionic reso-
nance form using ECARs (Fig. 15b). In the neutral state,
ECAR-1 predicts DQI as delocalisation of a D lone pair to an A
is not possible for this connectivity. In the zwitterionic state,
SDQI is predicted by ECAR-2 as the negative charge of the zwit-
terion can be considered an EDG, and delocalised indepen-
dently to an A group in either anchoring position (shown for
only one equivalent A in Fig. 15b). As for azulene, SDQI in the
zwitterionic resonance form appears to be sufficient to over-
come DQI in the neutral form and dominate the properties of
the molecule.
A more detailed analysis of QI in fulvene was reported by
Tsuji et al., who made predictions by applying their graphical
rule based on diradicals and compared these with calculated
transmission functions.26 A zwitterionic resonance form con-
taining an aromatic 6 π e− cyclopentadienyl ring can be drawn
for fulvene (Fig. 16a). CQI cannot trivially be predicted in the
neutral resonance form using ECAR-1 for three of the studied
connectivities: 1,3-, 2,3- and exocyclic connectivity (Fig. 16b).
In all three cases, when ECAR-2 is applied to the zwitterionic
resonance form, SDQI is predicted (Fig. 16b, symmetry-equi-
valent pathways not shown). Indeed, all three species show
DQI features shifted away from the centre of the HOMO–
LUMO gap in their transmission spectra.26
In summary, we conclude based on azulene, triafulvene
and fulvene, that ECARs are applicable to non-alternant hydro-
carbons with zwitterionic resonance forms.
Cross-conjugated molecules
The relationship between cross-conjugation and QI has been
the subject of considerable discussion.21,23,58,63,73,74 ECARs
suggest that QI is influenced by not only the presence of cross-
conjugation, but also the nature of the functionality that
causes it. For example, a carbonyl group should be considered
Fig. 15 (a) Neutral and zwitterionic resonance forms of triafulvene; (b)
application of ECARs to a triafulvene system studied by Pedersen et al.23
in neutral and zwitterionic resonance forms.
Fig. 16 (a) Neutral and zwitterionic resonance forms of fulvene; (b)
application of ECARs to three connectivities of fulvene studied by Tsuji
et al.26 in neutral and zwitterionic resonance forms.
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differently to an alkene, as the former is a good EWG and the
latter is not. This parallels an effect proposed by
Kocherzhenko et al. who calculated that adding charge to a
gating moiety in a cross-conjugated position resulted in an
increased charge transfer probability in D-B-A systems.75
To reinforce the interplay between QI behaviour and the
nature of a cross-conjugating group, we will now consider
again the cross-conjugated triafulvene connectivity discussed
above (Fig. 15). This was compared to an analogous cross-con-
jugated system based only on ethene (Fig. 17a).23 As stated
above, the DFT-based transmission function for the triafulvene
wire shows a DQI feature shifted away from EF, and ECARs can
be used to predict SDQI for the zwitterionic resonance form.
The DFT-based transmission function of the ethene analogue
has a substantial DQI feature close to EF (ref. 23) (also
observed in similar species73). Ethene contains neither a good
EDG or EWG, nor is able to form a stable zwitterionic form
(while suitable curly arrows can be drawn, there is no charge
stabilisation to favour it): therefore, ECARs would predict DQI
for this system. An analogous connectivity through [3]radia-
lene (Fig. 17b) was studied by Tsuji and Yoshizawa.28 Here, as
for ethene, there is no functionality that provides a suitable
EDG or EWG and a stable zwitterionic form does not exist, so
ECARs would predict DQI. Indeed, the calculated transmission
function has a DQI feature around EF.
28
The effect of different cross-conjugating groups has been
investigated computationally58,74 and experimentally74 for AQ
derivatives and analogues. These include species cross-conju-
gated with hydrocarbon-based alkene derivatives rather than
carbonyls, extended tetrathiafulvalenes and tetracyano-p-qui-
nodimethane (TCNQ) derivatives. However, in all cases the 2,6-
connectivity is used, so ECARs predict DQI regardless of the
quinoidal substituents (cf. Fig. 6). Substantial variation is
observed in both the calculated transmission functions and
experimental conductance studies.74 Notably, not all species
show DQI features in the HOMO–LUMO gap, and some
species show a shifted DQI feature, suggestive of SDQI which
is not predicted by ECARs. We note that the same value of EF
was used for all species as an approximation. If EF varies sig-
nificantly between species, the extent to which the antireso-
nances appear to be shifted could be over- or underestimated.
The QI behaviour may also relate to effects other than connec-
tivity, for example, deviation from planarity in the species
other than AQ may play a role. Nevertheless, all of the cross-
conjugated species are less conductive than the parent AC, for
which ECARs predict CQI.
Heteroatom-substitution is key to QI in cross-conjugated
species: prediction of SDQI by ECARs is always reliant on an
EWG or EDG with a π-orbital that can be independently conju-
gated with both anchoring positions. ECARs highlight that the
connectivity of cross-conjugated systems is critical, strictly
differentiating between cross-conjugated molecules in which
anchoring groups can and cannot interact with the same
cross-conjugating functionality. Amongst the most obvious
manifestations of this effect are the isomeric AQ and BDT
species discussed above (Fig. 6 and 11).
Limitations of ECARs
As a simple “pen and paper” method, it is to be expected that
ECARs cannot correctly account for QI behaviour in all cases.
This section will use literature examples to explore the limit-
ations of ECARs, explain their origins, and compare them with
other predictive methods. Lack of orbital alignment between the
molecular backbone and EDGs or EWGs, as seen in Fig. 7, is
shown to account for anomalies related to molecular geometry.
As ECARs (and other graphical methods) are based on
π-conjugation, they fail to accurately account for the behaviour
of systems where π-transport is not dominant. This is usually
only a concern for very short molecular backbones. For
example, Borges et al. showed that 3,3′-bipyridine, for which
ECARs would predict DQI, is similarly or more conductive
than 4,4′-bipyridine, for which ECARs would predict CQI.46 By
calculating the contributions of different orbitals to the trans-
mission function, the authors attributed this to high σ-conduc-
tance in 3,3′-bipyridine.46 Longer analogues of these systems,
where σ-contributions are no longer significant, follow the
expectations of ECARs.
Yang et al. studied the series of pyridine-anchored mole-
cular wires shown in Fig. 18a in which different 5-membered
Fig. 17 ECARs predict DQI when two anchors are connected to the
same alkene carbon of (a) ethene or (b) [3]radialene.
Fig. 18 (a) Structures of molecular wires containing 5-membered
(hetero)cycles studied by Yang et al.;76 (b) application of ECAR-1 to the
symmetric series s5-X; (c) application of ECAR-2 to asymmetric, non-
aromatic a5-CMe2; (d) application of ECAR-2 to aromatic species from
the asymmetric series a5-X.
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(hetero)cycles were used as the central ring.76 For the symme-
trically substituted series (s5-X), where in all cases the lone
pair of a D in one anchoring position can be delocalised to an
A at the other (Fig. 18b), CQI is expected according to ECAR-1.
There was no significant variation in the measured conduc-
tance for the different bridging units X = O, NEt, S or CMe2.
The authors noted that this is in contrast to an earlier study of
analogues with amine anchors77 in which conductance fol-
lowed the trend X = CMe2 > O > S; i.e. conductance decreased
as aromaticity increased. This difference between the two
studies was attributed to the nature of the anchoring groups;76
pyridine leads to LUMO-dominated conductance and amine to
HOMO-dominated conductance.
For the asymmetrically substituted series (a5-X), a CQI
pathway cannot be drawn according to ECAR-1: delocalisation
of a lone pair from one anchoring position to the other is not
possible (illustrated for a5-CMe2 in Fig. 18c). However, DQI fea-
tures were not observed within the HOMO–LUMO gap of the
transmission functions of the furan (a5-O) and pyrrole (a5-
NEt) species, and a higher conductance (although lower than
their symmetrical analogues, s5-X) was observed experi-
mentally for these compounds compared to the cyclopenta-
diene (a5-CMe2) and thiophene (a5-S) systems.
76 The conduc-
tance of a5-S was below the sensitivity of the MCBJ equipment
used for the experiments. The authors related the higher con-
ductance of the a5-O and a5-NEt compared to a5-S and a5-
CMe2 to the higher electronegativity of the heteroatom in a5-O
and a5-NEt, which in effect enhances the asymmetry of these
two molecules.76 However, the higher conductance of a5-O and
a5-NEt compared to a5-CMe2 can be rationalised by applying
ECAR-2. The oxygen and nitrogen atoms in a5-O and a5-NEt
can function as EDGs and independently delocalise their lone
pair to A groups in either anchoring position (Fig. 18d). This is
not possible for a5-CMe2 as no EDG (or EWG) is present.
Sulfur also has a lone pair of electrons, and based on ECAR-2
a5-S would be expected to behave in the same manner as a5-O
and a5-NEt, which is not the case experimentally.76 This dis-
crepancy can be explained in terms of the increased aromati-
city of thiophene in comparison to pyrrole and furan; the
trend for aromaticity of thiophene > pyrrole > furan is well
known.78,79 The results suggest that in a5-S, the sulfur lone
pair is sufficiently delocalised into the aromatic 6 π e− system
that it is not available to act as an EDG. This is notably in con-
trast to the fused thiophenes in the BDT derivatives discussed
above (Fig. 11). A limitation of ECARs is, therefore, that in rare
circumstances species that can formally be EDGs (and presum-
ably EWGs) do not act in this way, due to competing subtle
electronic effects in the molecules that are not immediately
obvious based on chemical intuition. Alternatively, the shift of
the DQI feature may be sufficiently small for a5-S that SDQI is
indistinguishable from DQI (the DQI resonance of a5-S is
closer to the LUMO resonance and EF than that of a5-CMe2
76).
We note that incorrectly accounting for the trend observed
for a5-X cores is not limited to ECARs. Prior to the publication
of the experimental results above,76 Borges and Solomon inves-
tigated a range of five-membered rings computationally using
a four-site model based on Kohn–Sham DFT.32 Their results
predict a conductance trend of X = NPh > S > O > CMe2 for
systems with the same cores as a5-X. Li et al. also studied
some a5-X cores using their “two-pathway” tight-binding
method.40 In both cases, as for ECARs, the prediction for a5-S
cores does not agree with experiment.
A related study of doubly-benzannulated 5-membered rings
by Gantenbein et al.80 shows further deviation from the expec-
tations of ECARs. Like the fluorene derivatives discussed above
(Fig. 10), the molecular cores (p-BP-X and m-BP-X, Fig. 19a)
can be considered as biphenyl derivatives bridged by substitu-
ent X. The pyridylethynyl anchoring units were attached such
that they were either both para (p-BP-X) or both meta (m-BP-X)
with respect to the aryl–aryl C–C bond of the parent biphenyl.
As in the above study of 5-membered heterocycles,76 X was
varied in the series O, NEt, S and CMe2.
As shown previously for p-BP-CMe2 and p-BP-CO (Fig. 10),
for all members of the p-BP-X series it is possible to delocalise
a lone pair from a D at one anchoring position to an A at the
other, so CQI is expected according to ECAR-1. However, in
this case, similarly to the amine-anchored species with s5-X
cores discussed previously,77 the molecular conductance of the
wires varied with bridging substituent X. With the exception of
the dimethylfluorene derivative p-BP-CMe2, conductance
decreased with increasing aromaticity, following the trend X =
O > NEt > CMe2 > S. The authors note that the unusual result
for p-BP-CMe2 is in agreement with previous studies from
other laboratories in which fluorene derivatives do not follow
expected trends.80 This variation of conductance with aromati-
city cannot be predicted using ECARs, and illustrates the fact
that ECARs can only qualitatively predict the expected type of
QI, not the magnitude of the expected conductance.
Fig. 19 (a) Structures of wires incorporating doubly-benzannulated
five-membered rings (i.e. p-BP-X and m-BP-X cores) studied by
Gantenbein et al.;80 (b) application of ECAR-2 to the m-BP-X core of
some of these systems.
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CQI pathways do not exist for the m-BP-X series according
to ECAR-1. Similarly to the a5-X series above, ECAR-2 predicts
SDQI for the heterocyclic systems m-BP-O, m-BP-NEt and m-
BP-S (Fig. 19b), but DQI for the dimethylfluorene core m-
BP-CMe2 (Fig. 10, above). As for the a5-X series (Fig. 18), other
effects mean that ECARs are not correct in all cases. The con-
ductance of the m-BP-X series follows the trend X = CMe2 ≈
NEt > O ≈ S. The unexpectedly high conductance (based on
ECARs) of m-BP-CMe2 could relate to the observed reduction
in conductance with aromaticity, or the previously mentioned
tendency for fluorene derivatives not to follow expected con-
ductance trends. The low conductance of the dibenzothio-
phene species m-BP-S can be related to its increased aromati-
city, as for thiophene a5-S above (although again the contrast
with BDT (Fig. 11) is noteworthy). For a5-O and a5-NEt
(Fig. 18a) O and N were considered EDGs able to contribute a
lone pair according to ECARs. In the case of the m-BP-X series
(Fig. 19a) this appears to remain the case for N, but not for
O. The low conductance of m-BP-O was attributed to the high
electronegativity of O causing its lone pair to be tightly bound
and poorly able to delocalise across the π-system.80 If this is
the case, O will not be able to act as an EDG as expected by
ECARs. This is the converse of the exception observed for
(dibenzo)thiophene (a5-S and m-BP-S), in which the lone pair
is already significantly delocalised, and represents the same
limitation of ECARs: not all species that can behave as EDGs
(and presumably EWGs) will act in this way in practice.
Similar deviations from the expectations of ECARs are
observed in structurally similar molecular wires with m-BP-X
type cores (Fig. 20a). m-BP-X cores directly substituted with
thiomethyl anchors with X = SiPh2, O and NPh were investi-
gated by Klausen et al.81 Within the measurable range of their
STM-BJ study, it was not possible to observe significant con-
ductance features for the wires with m-BP-SiPh2 or m-BP-O
cores, or the parent biphenyl. However, the wire with a m-
BP-NPh core showed reasonable conductance for its length,
leading the authors to claim that the NPh bridging unit
“turned on” the conductance of the core. As above, nitrogen
appears to function as an EDG whereas oxygen does not. The
authors used molecular orbital calculations to explain the
trend in a similar manner to Gantenbein et al.,80 stating that
“the O lone pair is too small and its energy too low for effective
overlap [with the π-system]”.81 ECARs would predict DQI for a
m-BP-SiPh2 core in the same manner as for m-BP-CMe2
because SiPh2 is not expected to accept or donate a lone pair.
This result agrees with the absence of an experimental conduc-
tance feature,81 and further supports the above suggestion that
the behaviour of fluorene derivatives is anomalous.
Grace et al. investigated more species with p-BP-X and m-
BP-X cores, in this case with directly attached para-pyridyl
anchors.82 As already seen in many cases above, for p-BP-X
cores little variation was observed as the bridging substituent
X was varied (ECAR-1 predicts CQI in all cases), whereas the
series of m-BP-X cores shown in Fig. 20b gave a broad range of
conductances. As for similar species above, ECAR-2 predicts
SDQI for the carbazole (m-BP-NEt) and fluorenone (m-BP-CO)
cores, which were observed to be the most conductive. For this
series, unlike that with ethynyl-linked anchors (Fig. 19), the
conductance of the fluorene cores (m-BP-CH2 and m-BP-CMe2)
is low, suggestive of DQI as would be predicted by ECARs. The
conductances of the dibenzofuran (m-BP-O) and dibenzothio-
phene (m-BP-S) cores are similar to the fluorene systems (m-
BP-CH2 and m-BP-CMe2). Once again, this suggests that the
predicted SDQI (according to ECAR-2) for the m-BP-O and m-
BP-S cores does not occur, presumably for the same reasons
discussed above (high electronegativity of O and aromaticity of
thiophene). Finally, the lowest conductance in this series is
observed for the dibenzothiophene-S,S-dioxide (m-BP-SO2).
Although SO2 is formally a strong EWG, the SvO bonds do
not lie in the same plane as the π-system of the wire (cf. the
importance of the conformation of the methoxy group in the
meta-OPE3 wires in Fig. 7). Therefore, it is logical that the SO2
unit should not be treated as an EWG for ECAR-2. As the SO2
unit is unable to act as an EWG for geometric reasons then
DQI (rather than SDQI) would be expected. The experimental
results indeed suggest DQI occurs for m-BP-SO2.
Some p-BP-X and m-BP-X cores were also considered in the
computational study by Borges and Solomon.32 For m-BP-X
cores, their method predicts a conductance trend of X = NH >
O > SiH2 > CH2, which is not consistent with the experimental
observations discussed above.80–82 For example, dibenzofuran
tends to give low conductance and in some cases fluorene
derivatives exhibit very high conductance. Li et al.’s “two-
pathway” tight-binding approach qualitatively matches the
observed tendency of carbazoles (X = NR) with meta-connec-
tivity to have higher conductance than analogous dibenzofur-
ans (X = O) and dibenzothiophenes (X = S), although their cal-
culations indicate that the latter pair are not significantly less
conductive than the former.40 We note that the nature of any
substituent used to satisfy the valency of the nitrogen atom is
not stated by Li et al.40 If no substituent was added to the
nitrogen, the molecular core is not comparable with those
studied experimentally. The inconsistencies between these two
computational studies32,40 and experimental results80–82 are
similar to those of ECARs.
Conclusions
An extension to curly arrow rules for predicting quantum inter-
ference has been presented. The improved method is based on
Fig. 20 Structures of further molecular wires with m-BP-X cores
studied by (a) Klausen et al.;81 and (b) Grace et al.82
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extensive prior experimental and computational results and
accounts for QI behaviour observed in species containing
heteroatoms and five-membered rings. It can also be applied
to non-alternant species with zwitterionic resonance forms,
such as azulene and fulvenes. The extended rules are:
Rule 1. Identify the two anchoring units of a molecular wire
and replace one with a donor group D and the other with an
acceptor group A. If the D lone pair can be delocalised onto A
using curly arrows, CQI is expected, if not DQI is expected.
Rule 2. If DQI is expected, identify any EWGs or EDGs
present in the molecular wire. If EWGs are present, replace
each anchor with D. If a lone pair from each D can be indepen-
dently delocalised to the same EWG, SDQI is expected. If EDGs
are present, replace each contact with A. If a lone pair (or nega-
tive charge) from the same EDG can be independently deloca-
lised to each A, SDQI is expected. Otherwise, DQI is expected
around EF.
Limitations of these rules are observed when they are
applied to some previously reported series of compounds.
ECARs require that π-transport dominates conductance pro-
perties; short molecules where σ-transport is significant may
not behave as expected. ECARs alone do not account cor-
rectly for QI behaviour when atoms or functional groups
that might on first sight be expected to act as EDGs or
EWGs do not in fact do so. Often this can be related to poor
π-orbital alignment between an EDG or EWG and the mole-
cular backbone, which can be accounted for by considering
molecular geometry. In rare cases, disagreement between
ECARs and experiment can be attributed to subtle electronic
effects that cannot always be reliably predicted by chemical
intuition, such as extensive delocalisation or localisation of
a lone pair. ECARs are qualitative and limited to predicting
the expected type of QI: namely, CQI, DQI or SDQI. They
cannot quantitatively predict the magnitude of molecular
conductance.
The strength of ECARs is that it is a convenient, qualitative,
“pen-and-paper” method to predict QI effects which is widely
applicable to molecular wires with diverse structural features.
Indeed, ECARs can rationalise observed behaviour in cases
where other methods to predict QI fail, without the use of
computationally-expensive and time-consuming charge trans-
port simulations. We look forward to testing the applicability
of ECARs to new molecular systems and to exploring the poten-
tial of ECARs in the design of materials for molecular thermo-
electric devices.
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